
Errata & FAQs
Errata:
p3: Components
[replace] - 1 Player Aid

p14. Combat example - image on left column
[delete] The Soviet Infantry Unit in the hex south-west of Moscow should not be in the
image.

p.20 Example of play - 5th paragraph down
[amend] There’s no change in the north, but down south Rachel was able to eliminate the
Axis Soviet Infantry Unit in Odessa.

FAQs:
Q: On a single turn could a Unit Advance, then Convoy.
A: No. A Convoy must be the first movement type. A Convoy movement always ends with
the Unit Advancing once it has reached the end of the chain of Friendly Regular Units it
wishes to Convoy through. A Tank Unit may then attempt to Blitz, if desired.

Q: How can I attack with a Convoy if a Convoy cannot enter a hex with an Enemy Unit?



A: At the end of the Convoy - i.e. once the Unit has reached the end of the chain of Friendly
Regular Units it wishes to Convoy through - the Unit Advances. This is part of the same
movement action. This Unit can Advance into the hex with the Enemy Unit.

Q: Can a Unit convoy into a single hex of an Enemy-controlled Urban Location?
A: Yes. A Convoy may pass into a hex of an Enemy-controlled Urban Location, and out of it,
but may not pass between adjacent hexes of the same Enemy-controlled Urban Location
(i.e. it may not pass through an opposing (German or Soviet) circled symbol).

Q: Can a line of Supply pass through a single hex of an Enemy-controlled Urban Location?
A: Yes. But it cannot pass through adjacent hexes of the same Enemy-controlled Urban
Location.

Q: Should the strait between Sevastopol and Maykop be treated as a River?
A: Yes.

Q: When is a River considered 'bridged', and therefore not considered an Obstacle?
A: Whenever it passes between adjacent hexes of the same Urban Location.

Q: Can an Infantry Unit provide Support across a River?
A: No, except when a River passes between adjacent hexes of the same Urban Location. In
that case it is considered bridged, and so Infantry Units may Support across it.

Q: Can a Partisan be placed in an empty hex of an Axis-controlled Urban Location in Soviet
territory?
A: Yes.


